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Abstract  10 

Brain oedema is a life-threatening complication of various neurological conditions. 11 

Understanding molecular mechanisms of brain volume regulation is critical for therapy 12 

development. Unique insight comes from monogenic diseases characterized by chronic brain 13 

oedema, of which megalencephalic leukoencephalopathy with subcortical cysts (MLC) is the 14 

prototype. Variants in MLC1 or GLIALCAM, encoding proteins involved in astrocyte volume 15 

regulation, are the main causes of MLC. In some patients the genetic cause remains unknown. 16 

We performed genetic studies to identify novel gene variants in MLC patients, diagnosed by 17 

clinical and MRI features, without MLC1 or GLIALCAM variants. We determined subcellular 18 

localization of the related novel proteins in cells and in human brain tissue. We investigated 19 

functional consequences of the newly identified variants on volume regulation pathways using 20 

cell volume measurements, biochemical analysis and electrophysiology.  21 

We identified a novel homozygous variant in AQP4, encoding the water channel aquaporin-4, in 22 

two siblings, and two de novo heterozygous variants in GPRC5B, encoding the orphan G protein-23 

coupled receptor GPRC5B, in three unrelated patients. The AQP4 variant disrupts membrane 24 

localization and thereby channel function. GPRC5B, like MLC1, GlialCAM and aquaporin-4, is 25 

expressed in astrocyte endfeet in human brain. Cell volume regulation is disrupted in GPRC5B 26 
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patient-derived lymphoblasts. GPRC5B functionally interacts with ion channels involved in 1 

astrocyte volume regulation.  2 

In conclusion, we identify aquaporin-4 and GPRC5B as old and new players in genetic brain 3 

oedema. Our findings shed light on the protein complex involved in astrocyte volume regulation 4 

and identify GPRC5B as novel potentially druggable target for treating brain oedema. 5 
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Introduction  1 

All cells in the body have systems to sense and correct volume changes.1 Volume regulation is 2 

especially critical in the brain, encased by a rigid skull. While other organs tolerate marked 3 

volume changes, brain swelling soon leads to potentially lethal herniation. Brain oedema is a 4 

much-feared complication of trauma, infection, tumour and infarction.2 Hyperventilation, 5 

infusion of hypertonic solutions and craniectomy are moderately effective measures to combat 6 

brain oedema, but mortality remains high and permanent neurological deficits common.3 7 

Identifying molecular players involved in brain volume regulation is critical in the search for 8 

new approaches to target brain oedema. 9 

 Neuronal activity places extra strain on brain volume regulation. It is mediated by shifts 10 

in ions and neurotransmitters, which are accompanied by osmotically driven shifts in water.4 11 

Strict volume sensing and tightly regulated compensatory mechanisms guarantee rapid 12 

correction, thus preventing large changes in volume and maintaining ionic and neurotransmitter 13 

homeostasis essential for proper neurophysiological function.5,6 Glial cells, especially astrocytes, 14 

are central in brain volume regulation. Astrocytes form a syncytium with interconnected 15 

oligodendrocytes and ependymal cells that is critical for long-distance dispersion and disposal of 16 

ions and water and for buffering associated volume changes. The importance of such systems is 17 

illustrated by conditions with massive neural firing, such as status epilepticus, which may 18 

overwhelm compensatory mechanisms and lead to life threatening brain oedema.  19 

 Molecular mechanisms of cellular volume sensing and regulation have been deciphered 20 

in part. Aquaporins (AQPs), a large family of membrane water channels, have emerged as 21 

crucial components.7 In the brain, aquaporin-4 (AQP4), encoded by the gene AQP4, is the most 22 

prevalent. It is present in very high density in astrocyte endfeet at blood-brain and cerebrospinal 23 

fluid-brain interfaces. Despite the well-established importance of AQP4 in brain volume 24 

regulation, no monogenic human disease has been associated with pathogenic variants in AQP4.  25 

 Studies of monogenic diseases characterized by brain oedema have contributed molecular 26 

insights in brain volume regulating pathways. Of these, megalencephalic leukoencephalopathy 27 

with subcortical cysts (MLC), displaying chronic white matter oedema, is the prototype. In 98% 28 

of cases, pathogenic variants in MLC1 or GLIALCAM are found, both causing loss of MLC1 29 
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function. MLC1 is a membrane protein almost exclusively expressed in astrocyte endfeet, a 1 

location shared with AQP4 and other proteins involved in ion and water homeostasis. Loss of 2 

MLC1 function leads to partial loss of volume-regulated anion channel (VRAC) function and 3 

slowing of the regulatory volume decrease (RVD) after cell swelling. Other monogenic diseases 4 

characterized by brain oedema are leukoencephalopathies caused by recessive variants in CLCN2 5 

and GJB1, encoding chloride channel ClC-2 and gap-junction protein connexin32, 6 

respectively.6,8  7 

 In approximately 2% of MLC patients, no pathogenic variants in MLC1 or GLIALCAM 8 

are found. Among these patients, we discovered variants in two genes: AQP4 and GPRC5B. 9 

GPRC5B encodes G protein-coupled receptor class C group 5 member B (GPRC5B), an orphan 10 

G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) of unknown function, recently implicated in astrocyte 11 

volume regulation.9 We experimentally substantiate the functional relevance of the newly 12 

identified gene variants. 13 

 14 

Materials and methods  15 

Detailed materials and methods are available at Brain online. A summary is presented below. 16 

Study oversight 17 

With approval of the Institutional Review Board, we performed genetic studies in patients with 18 

an MRI-based diagnosis of MLC and no pathogenic variants in MLC1 and GLIALCAM. Written 19 

informed consent was obtained from the families. Referring physicians provided clinical 20 

characteristics.10  21 

Genetic analysis 22 

We performed whole exome sequencing (WES) on genomic DNA from three unrelated patients 23 

(patients 1-3). For one patient parental DNA was included to form a family trio. Data was 24 

analysed as described. Patients 4 and 5, siblings with consanguineous parents, lacked possible 25 

pathogenic variants in the gene identified in patients 1-3. We executed single nucleotide 26 

polymorphism (SNP) array analysis to identify runs of homozygosity larger than 1 Mb and 27 
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overlapping regions. Validation and segregation of the identified gene variants were performed 1 

by Sanger sequencing.  2 

Cellular and molecular studies 3 

HEK293T cells, Madine-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells, lymphoblasts and U251 4 

astrocytoma cells were maintained as described.11-13 Stably AQP4-transfected MDCK cells and 5 

HEK293T cells transiently transfected with AQP4 were used for confocal imaging of AQP4 6 

expression, cell surface biotinylation experiments, western blots and calcein-quenching 7 

measurements of cell volume changes.14 Lymphoblasts were used for measuring RVD12 and for 8 

western blot experiments.11 GPRC5B-transfected U251 cells were used for whole cell patch-9 

clamp analysis.  10 

Immunohistochemistry and electron microscopy 11 

Localization of GPRC5B in the human brain was studied in frontal lobe tissue obtained at 12 

autopsy from four control subjects of different ages. Tissue processing and microscopy was 13 

performed as described.8  14 

Statistics 15 

Comparisons were made using Student’s t-test (nested where appropriate), Mann-Whitney test or 16 

Kruskal-Wallis test. Statistically significant differences were defined as P ≤ 0.05. Data are 17 

represented as mean ± SEM. 18 

Data availability 19 

Data is available upon reasonable request.  20 

 21 

Results  22 

GPRC5B and AQP4 variants 23 

Genetic studies were performed in five patients with an MRI-based diagnosis of MLC and no 24 

pathogenic variants in MLC1 or GLIALCAM. Family trio analysis of patient 1 yielded several 25 
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candidate variants; comparison with patients 2 and 3 revealed GPRC5B as only candidate with a 1 

heterozygous variant in all three patients. Two different exonic duplications were identified in 2 

transcript NM_016235.2: c.526_528dup, p.(Ile176dup) in patients 1 and 2, c.528_530dup, 3 

p.(Ala177dup) in patient 3. Both encoded amino acids are located in the fourth transmembrane 4 

protein domain. The variants were absent in parents, suggesting they arose de novo. An 5 

unaffected sibling did not harbour the variant. These variants are not present in gnomAD (v2.1.1; 6 

gnomad.broadinstitute.org). Sharing the gene on GeneMatcher15 did not reveal additional 7 

patients. GPRC5B encodes GPRC5B belonging to the group of metabotropic glutamate receptor-8 

like proteins.16 Variants in GPRC5B have so far not been associated with disease.  9 

 In sibling patients 4 and 5, with consanguineous parents, we did not find variants in 10 

GPRC5B. SNP-array revealed six runs of homozygosity larger than 1 Mb with overlapping 11 

regions. Screening of genes in these regions identified AQP4 as most promising candidate. 12 

Sanger sequencing revealed a c.643G>A, p.(Ala215Thr) variant in transcript NM_001650.5, 13 

homozygous in both patients and heterozygous in parents. This variant has been reported 14 

(rs148498248) in a few heterozygous carriers in gnomAD (v2.1.1 in 4 out of 251462 alleles), but 15 

not homozygous. GeneMatcher15 again did not reveal additional patients. The change concerns a 16 

highly conserved nucleotide and amino acid (phyloP: 5.94 [-14.1;6.4]). The variant is predicted 17 

to be deleterious (Polyphen-2 score 0.998, Align-GVGD (v2007): C55 [GV: 0.00 - GD: 58.02], 18 

and SIFT score 0). Ala215 is part of the highly conserved Asparagine-Proline-Alanine (NPA) 19 

motif in the M7 loop of AQP4.17  20 

Clinical and MRI phenotype 21 

Clinical details and use of antiepileptic drugs are summarized in Supplementary Table 1. 22 

The patients with heterozygous GPRC5B variants (patients 1-3), had healthy, non-23 

consanguineous parents and no affected siblings. All developed macrocephaly in the first year of 24 

life and remained macrocephalic. Patients 1 and 2, both male, had delayed motor development. 25 

Patient 1 never walked without support. Early-onset slow motor decline was characterized by 26 

spasticity, ataxia and variable dystonia. Both became fully wheelchair-dependent at age 6 years. 27 

Patient 1 developed severe epilepsy from age 4 years; patient 2 had mild epilepsy from 14 years. 28 

Slow cognitive decline occurred. At 19 years, patient 1 had limited motor function, marked 29 

cognitive deficit, and no speech. At 27 years, patient 2 was still able to handle objects and 30 
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operate an electric wheelchair. His speech had deteriorated. Patient 3, a female, had normal early 1 

motor and cognitive development. From age 8 years, progressive ataxia and spasticity developed; 2 

she became fully wheelchair dependent at 12 years. At 24 years, she had mild cognitive deficit 3 

and mood problems. She experienced a few epileptic seizures.  4 

Patients 1-3 underwent 7 MRIs between 6 months and 11 years. All MRIs showed the 5 

same picture of classic, unremitting MLC18 with diffusely abnormal and swollen cerebral white 6 

matter and subcortical cysts in the anterior temporal and frontal white matter without 7 

improvement after the age of 2 years. Figure 1 illustrates the MRI of patient 3 at 11 years of age, 8 

as compared to age-matched normal MRI (Fig. 1A-C).  9 

The patients with the homozygous AQP4 variant (patients 4 and 5), male and female, 10 

were the only children of healthy parents, who had a normal head circumference. Both patients 11 

developed macrocephaly in the first 6 months of life; head circumference normalized in the boy 12 

and remained just above 2 SD in the girl. Both displayed developmental delay and hypotonia, 13 

with unsupported walking from ages 5 and 2 years, respectively. Both had epilepsy from age 1 14 

year. The boy initially had frequent status epilepticus; his epilepsy came under control with 15 

multiple anti-epileptic drugs. In the girl, epilepsy was well controlled with medication. At 16 16 

years, the boy had marked cognitive deficit with limited language ability and behavioural 17 

problems. He could walk without support with difficulty and had limited hand function. At 13 18 

years, the girl had close to normal motor function and mild cognitive deficit.  19 

 Patient 4 had the first MRI at 8 months, which showed diffuse signal abnormality and 20 

mild swelling of the cerebral white matter and subcortical cysts in the anterior temporal region, 21 

consistent with MLC (Fig. 1A,D,E). Follow-up MRI at 4 years showed normalization of the 22 

cerebral white matter, but persistence of small anterior temporal cysts (Fig. 1B,E). The MRI of 23 

patient 5 at 7 months of age showed the same picture, but somewhat milder. The MRI pattern is 24 

similar to remitting MLC.18  25 

Effects of variants on AQP4 localization and function 26 

MDCK cells are well suited for assessment of AQP4-mediated water transport because of their 27 

low basal water permeability.13 MDCK lines with stable expression of the M1 isoform of either 28 

wild-type AQP4 or Ala215Thr AQP4 (Fig. 2A), fused to a C-terminal green-fluorescent-protein 29 
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(GFP) tag, were generated.13 Western blot analysis revealed clear expression of wild-type AQP4 1 

protein, but no detectable expression of Ala215Thr AQP4 (Fig. 2B), suggesting that the mutant 2 

protein is unstable, potentially due to misfolding, and therefore rapidly degraded. In line with 3 

this, cell surface biotinylation followed by ELISA revealed no membrane expression of 4 

Ala215Thr AQP4, while wild-type AQP4 was clearly detectable (Fig. 2C). To assess AQP4 5 

function, cells expressing wild-type or Ala215Thr AQP4 were exposed to a hypotonic or 6 

hypertonic shock, inducing cell swelling or shrinking, respectively. While swelling and shrinking 7 

rate constants were clearly increased in a stable wild-type AQP4 MDCK line, rate constants were 8 

indistinguishable from non-transfected MDCK cells for the Ala215Thr AQP4 lines (Fig. 2D-G).  9 

We performed transient overexpression studies in HEK293T cells. Cells were transiently 10 

transfected with GFP tagged AQP4 plasmids, which leads to exclusive expression of the M1 11 

AQP4 isoform.19 Confocal imaging revealed membrane localization for wild-type AQP4, which 12 

was strongly reduced for the Ala215Thr variant (Fig. 3A-C). Ala215Thr AQP4 was detectable in 13 

transfected HEK293T cells using SDS-page followed by western blot, but while wild-type AQP4 14 

was mainly detected as monomer and dimer, Ala215Thr AQP4 formed large protein aggregates 15 

(Fig. 3D), suggesting misfolding and intracellular retention of the mutant protein. The difference 16 

with stable MDCK cells, which lacked detectable Ala215Thr AQP4, might be explained by the 17 

massive protein overexpression upon transient transfection in HEK293T cells saturating protein 18 

degradation pathways. Cell surface biotinylation experiments of transfected HEK293T cells 19 

followed by ELISA revealed a ~60% reduction in membrane localization of Ala215Thr AQP4 20 

compared to wild-type (Fig. 3E). To assess function of the remaining AQP4 protein, transfected 21 

HEK293T cells were exposed to a hypotonic or hypertonic shock, inducing cell swelling or 22 

shrinking, respectively. Overexpression of wild-type AQP4 led to fast swelling and shrinking, 23 

visible when normalizing to non-transfected cells (Fig. 3F). Ala215Thr AQP4 overexpression 24 

still increased swelling and shrinking compared to non-transfected cells, but the rates were 25 

significantly reduced in comparison to wild-type AQP4 (Fig. 3G), suggesting that the Ala215Thr 26 

AQP4 reaching the cell membrane retains some water channel function. Further quantitative 27 

assessment of the functionality of the remaining membrane Ala215Thr AQP4 is hampered by the 28 

fact that HEK293T cells are not well suited for water permeability assays due to low adherence, 29 

which causes artefacts.  30 
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GPRC5B localization in human brain 1 

In mouse brain, a proportion of GPRC5B localizes with MLC1 in perivascular domains.9 Its 2 

localization in human brain is unknown. Immunofluorescence microscopy on human brain tissue 3 

revealed staining of GPRC5B in astrocyte cell bodies in white matter, in addition to clear 4 

perivascular staining (Fig. 4A,B), which was surrounded by and partially overlapping with 5 

GlialCAM staining (Fig. 4C). GPRC5B was also detected in the glia limitans and in ependymal 6 

cells, but not in neurons (Fig. 4D-F). mRNA and protein levels of GPRC5B in the human brain 7 

increased with age, similar to MLC120 (Supplementary Fig. 1).  8 

Immunogold labelling of GPRC5B followed by electron microscopy (Fig. 4G) revealed 9 

membranous labelling in the perivascular region in astrocyte endfeet, confirming proximity of 10 

GPRC5B to MLC1, GlialCAM, AQP4 and other proteins involved in astrocyte ion and water 11 

homeostasis. Membranous labelling was also observed in endothelial cells and pericytes. 12 

Lymphocytes showed intracellular and membranous GPRC5B labelling.  13 

Effects of GPRC5B variants on cell physiology 14 

We investigated the impact of GPRC5B variants on cell physiology in patient lymphoblasts. 15 

Lymphoblasts from MLC patients with biallelic MLC1 variants display disrupted RVD following 16 

swelling induced by hypotonic shock.12 Recording RVD in lymphoblasts from patients 1-3 and 17 

five controls (Fig. 5A-C) showed that RVD was also reduced in cells from patients with 18 

GPRC5B variants. Western blot analysis revealed a strong increase in GPRC5B levels in patient 19 

lymphoblasts compared to controls (Fig. 5D,E). Reducing GPRC5B expression in mouse 20 

primary astrocytes reduces MLC1 levels,9 but the increased GPRC5B levels in patient cells were 21 

not accompanied by altered MLC1 levels (Fig. 5E). AQP4 and the crucial VRAC-subunit 22 

LRRC8A were not detected in lymphoblasts from patients or controls with western blot. The 23 

swelling-activated cation-channel TRPV4 was strongly downregulated (Fig. 5E). Together, these 24 

findings indicate disturbed volume regulation in lymphoblasts from patients with GPRC5B 25 

variants, potentially due to increased GPRC5B levels. 26 

Disrupted activation of VRACs is a key feature of MLC,12,21 and recently GPRC5B knockdown 27 

in astrocytes has been shown to hamper VRAC activity.9 We performed whole-cell patch clamp 28 

recordings of transfected human U251 astrocytoma cells to study VRAC activity. MLC1 29 
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overexpression in multiple cell types, including U251 cells, increases VRAC activity.12,22 1 

Similarly, GPRC5B overexpression increased VRAC activity (Fig. 5F-H). Remarkably, wild-2 

type, Ile176dup and Ala177dup GPRC5B were equally effective in increasing VRAC currents 3 

(Fig. 5G,H). Alternative splicing can result in an N-terminally extended GPRC5B isoform 4 

(isoform 2). Expression of wild-type or patient variants of isoform 2 led to a similar increase in 5 

VRAC currents as observed for isoform 1 (Fig. 5H). To investigate a potential interaction 6 

between MLC1 and GPRC5B, U251 cells stably expressing recombinant MLC111 were 7 

transfected with plasmids expressing wild-type GPRC5B or the patient variants. Under these 8 

conditions, GPRC5B did not have an additive effect on VRAC activity over MLC1 9 

overexpression (Fig. 5I), suggesting that MLC1 and GPRC5B modulate VRAC currents through 10 

a common pathway. 11 

 12 

Discussion  13 

We explore new genetic causes of brain white matter oedema and describe novel pathogenic 14 

variants in AQP4 and GPRC5B leading to chronic white matter oedema with the phenotype of 15 

MLC. Our results provide the first description of how defective AQP4 affects the human brain. 16 

That a defect in AQP4 leads to disturbed brain water homeostasis is as expected, but it is 17 

surprising that the resulting white matter oedema is remitting. Similarly, heterozygous defects in 18 

a specific GlialCAM domain cause MLC with infantile-onset oedema that resolves in a few 19 

years.23 The white matter oedema associated with the described GPRC5B variants is unremitting 20 

and indistinguishable from that caused by bi-allelic loss of function defects in MLC1 or 21 

GlialCAM. GPRC5B and AQP4 share their localization in astrocyte endfeet with MLC1, 22 

GlialCAM, ClC-2 and several other proteins involved in ion and water homeostasis.6 Our 23 

findings confirm the crucial role of the astrocyte endfoot volume regulating protein complex in 24 

controlling brain oedema. Defects in ion and water homeostasis are associated with increased 25 

risk of epilepsy,24 also in patients with AQP4 and GPRC5B defects. 26 

 Despite the critical physiological function of AQPs, very few diseases have been linked 27 

to AQP genetic defects. Biallelic AQP1 variants impair the ability to concentrate 28 

urine.Recessive25 and dominant26 AQP2 variants cause nephrogenic diabetes insipidus. Diseases 29 
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unequivocally related to pathogenic AQP4 variants have not been described.27 The variant 1 

reported here, Ala215Thr, affects the second NPA motif of AQP4. Almost all AQP family 2 

members contain these two highly conserved NPA motifs, forming the narrow central part of the 3 

water channel, crucial for selective water permeability7 and plasma membrane localization. 4 

Indeed, our results indicate that the Ala215Thr variant abolishes AQP4 (membrane) expression 5 

in a stable cell line, probably because the protein is misfolded and rapidly degraded. Upon strong 6 

overexpression the mutant protein is detectable, but mostly forms aggregates. Under these 7 

conditions cellular degradation pathways are probably saturated and unable to degrade all mutant 8 

protein, and some of the remaining protein reaches the membrane. This remaining protein has 9 

some water channel functionality, but the physiological relevance of this is unclear. 10 

GPCRs enable cells to respond to chemical messengers, protein-protein interactions and 11 

mechanical force, such as swelling. The ligand of GPRC5B has not been identified. Recently, 12 

GPRC5B was identified as interacting partner of MLC1 and GlialCAM.9 Our findings confirm 13 

that GPRC5B, like MLC1, modulates VRAC activity.12 Loss of MLC1 function reduces VRAC 14 

activity, while MLC1 overexpression increases it.12 Similarly, knockdown of GPRC5B reduces 15 

VRAC activity9 and we show that GPRC5B overexpression increases it. Loss of MLC1 function 16 

causes MLC,18,20 but MLC1 overexpression in mice also leads to an MLC phenotype,28 17 

highlighting the critical importance of fine-tuned volume regulation by astrocytes. The variants 18 

Ile176dup and Ala177dup are associated with highly increased GPRC5B expression levels in 19 

patient cells, and the effect of Ile176dup or Ala177dup GPRC5B overexpression on VRAC 20 

activity is indistinguishable from wild-type GPRC5B overexpression. It is therefore likely that 21 

increased GPRC5B expression causes chronic white matter oedema by disrupting fine-tuning of 22 

the essential volume-regulating channels VRAC and TRPV4.11 This could explain how 23 

heterozygous variants are sufficient to cause a full-blown MLC phenotype.  24 

Several anti-epileptic drugs have been suggested to inhibit AQP4 function29, although 25 

these effects have not been reproduced by others30. Our patients were treated with anti-epileptic 26 

drugs in various combinations at different times (see Supplementary Table 1). Overall, we did 27 

not observe a consistent differential effect of the different drugs on epilepsy control or the 28 

neurological picture outside the epilepsy. Worsening of seizures in the AQP4 patients was not 29 

observed with any of the drugs.  30 
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Insight into the molecular components of volume regulating pathways is conditional for 1 

finding targets to combat brain oedema in critical conditions, like stroke and trauma. 2 

Deciphering genetic defects causing brain oedema provides valuable information on 3 

compensatory routes preventing oedema under normal conditions. AQP4 is considered a 4 

promising therapeutic target for treatment of brain oedema, and drugs that target permeability or 5 

localization31 of AQP4 are being developed. It is notable that white matter oedema in our 6 

patients with reduced AQP4 function resolves spontaneously, which could be related to residual 7 

activity but could also suggest redundancy in related ion and water compensatory pathways. By 8 

contrast, white matter oedema is not remitting in patients with GPRC5B variants. GPCRs are 9 

exceptionally suited as drug target. We suggest that targeting GPRC5B signalling might 10 

constitute a new strategy for treatment of brain oedema.  11 

Intriguingly, other pathologies have been associated with proteins involved in brain 12 

volume regulation. Auto-immunity against AQP4 causes neuromyelitis optica, while antibodies 13 

provoked by Epstein–Barr virus infection and cross-reacting with GlialCAM are associated with 14 

multiple sclerosis.32 Genome-wide association studies link GPRC5B to obesity.33 Adipocytes 15 

dramatically swell upon fat accumulation, and adipocyte and astrocyte volume regulation show 16 

key similarities. GPRC5B signalling impacts cardiovascular health,34 insulin secretion and 17 

diabetes.35,36 Therefore, understanding roles of proteins in volume regulation and identifying 18 

modulators may impact major healthcare challenges other than brain oedema. 19 
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Figure legends 1 

Figure 1 Brain MRI in patients with pathogenic GPRC5B or AQP4 variants and age-2 

matched individuals with normal MRI. In all persons, on the left a sagittal T1-weighted image 3 

through the temporal lobe is presented, in the middle an axial FLAIR image through the temporal 4 

lobe, and on the right an axial T2-weighted image at the level of the lateral ventricles. The first 5 

row (A) shows the normal MRI at age 8 months. Compared to the cortex, the partially 6 

myelinated white matter is mildly hyperintense on the T1-weighted image (left) and isointense or 7 

mildly hypointense on the T2-weighted image (right). There are no temporal subcortical cysts. 8 

The second row (B) shows the normal MRI at age 6 years. Compared to the cortex, the fully 9 

myelinated white matter is prominently T1-hyperintense (left) and T2-hypointense (right). 10 

Again, there are no subcortical temporal cysts. The third row (C) shows the MRI of patient 3 at 11 

11 years. This patient has a de novo heterozygous c.528_530dup, p.(Ala177dup) variant in 12 

GPRC5B. The sagittal T1-weighted image (left) and axial FLAIR image (middle) reveal bilateral 13 

anterior temporal subcortical cysts (red arrows). The axial T2-weighted image (right) shows 14 

prominent hyperintensity and swelling of the cerebral white matter, leading to broadened gyri. 15 

This MRI is indicative of classic MLC. The fourth row (D) demonstrates the MRI in patient 4, 16 

the boy with a homozygous c.643G>A, p.(Ala215Thr) AQP4 variant, at 8 months of age. The 17 

sagittal T1-weighted (left) and axial FLAIR (middle) images reveal bilateral anterior temporal 18 

subcortical cysts. The axial T2-weighted image (right) shows hyperintensity and slight swelling 19 

of especially the subcortical cerebral white matter. The fifth row (E) illustrates the major 20 

improvement on follow-up of the same boy at 4 years. The anterior temporal subcortical cysts 21 

have become smaller (left and middle) and the cerebral white matter is mostly normal (right). Pt, 22 

patient; m, months; y, years 23 

 24 

Figure 2 The Ala215Thr variant disrupts membrane localization of AQP4 in stably 25 

transfected MDCK cells. (A) Schematic illustration of AQP4 structure.37 Transmembrane 26 

domains (1-6) and intracellular and extracellular loops (A-E) are indicated. NPA motifs in loop 27 

B and E assemble in the membrane to form a crucial part of the channel pore. The amino acid 28 

substitution observed in patients (Ala215Thr) localizes to the second NPA motif. (B) Western 29 

blot analysis of MDCK cells after stable transfection with wild-type AQP4 shows presence of the 30 
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protein. In contrast, no protein is detected in five different MDCK lines stably transfected with 1 

AQP4 Ala215Thr, suggesting immediate degradation of the mutant protein. See Supplementary 2 

Fig. 2 for full-length blots. (C) Cell surface biotinylation experiments on MDCK cell lines show 3 

complete absence of membrane AQP4 Ala215Thr (AQP4 surface expression normalized to wild-4 

type: wild-type AQP4: 1.00±0.20, n=4; Ala215Thr AQP4: 1: 0.00±0.01, n=4; 2: 0.02±0.05, n=4; 5 

3: 0.01±0.01, n=4; 4: 0.06±0.08, n=4; 5: 0.07±0.02, n=4). (D, E) Representative traces of cell 6 

volume changes in MDCK cell lines upon exposure to a hypertonic shock (injection of a 7 

mannitol solution) to induce cell shrinking (D) and hypotonic shock (injection of distilled water) 8 

to induce cell swelling (E), measured using calcein-quenching.14 Fluorescence is normalized to 9 

baseline, and corrected for fluid-injection artefacts. (F, G) Calculation of shrinking/swelling rate 10 

constants for different MDCK cell lines shows that stable transfection of wild-type AQP4 (black) 11 

significantly increases rate constants when compared to non-transfected (empty) MDCK cells 12 

(grey). In contrast, rate constants for all five AQP4 Ala215Thr lines (blue) are indistinguishable 13 

from empty MDCK cells. Shrinkage rate constant (s-1): empty: 0.072±0.007, n=4; wild-type 14 

AQP4: 0.800±0.031, n=4; Ala215Thr AQP4: 1: 0.079±0.006, n=4; 2: 0.082±0.005, n=4; 3: 15 

0.081±0.003, n=4; 4: 0.062±0.008; 5: 0.081±0.005, n=4). Swelling rate constant (s-1): empty: 16 

0.115±0.004, n=4; wild-type AQP4: 0.676±0.035, n=4; Ala215Thr AQP4: 1: 0.102±0.006, n=4; 17 

2: 0.098±0.004, n=4; 3: 0.096±0.007, n=4; 4: 0.083±0.011; 5: 0.096±0.007, n=4). Data are 18 

presented as mean ± SEM. 19 

 20 

Figure 3 The Ala215Thr variant in AQP4 disrupts membrane localization and channel 21 

function. (A) Confocal imaging of HEK293T cells overexpressing GFP tagged wild-type or 22 

Ala215Thr AQP4 (green). Wild-type AQP4 co-localizes with a fluorescent membrane marker 23 

(WGA; magenta), indicating membrane expression. Membrane expression is strongly reduced 24 

for Ala215Thr AQP4. (B) Magenta and green fluorescence intensity profiles along dotted lines 25 

drawn in (A). (C) Wild-type AQP4 shows significantly more membrane localization than 26 

Ala215Thr AQP4 (membrane/cytosol fluorescence ratio: wild-type AQP4: 2.68±0.61,  n=26; 27 

Ala215Thr AQP4: 0.38±0.05, n=21; P<0.001). Mean cytosolic fluorescence does not 28 

significantly differ between wild-type and Ala215Thr AQP4 transfected cells (not shown). (D) 29 

SDS-page followed by western blot mainly shows monomeric and dimeric AQP4 in cells 30 

transfected with wild-type AQP4, while Ala215Thr AQP4 mostly forms protein aggregates. See 31 
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Supplementary Fig. 3 for full-length blots.  (E) Cell surface biotinylation reveals strongly 1 

reduced membrane expression for Ala215Thr when normalized to wild-type (normalized AQP4 2 

surface expression: 0.40±0.07,  n=3, P=0.029). (F) Left, cell volume changes in transfected 3 

HEK293T cells upon exposure to a 40% hypotonic or hypertonic shock, measured using calcein-4 

quenching. Fluorescence changes are normalized to those measured in non-transfected cells. 5 

Therefore, normalized fluorescence changes indicate transfection mediated changes in cell 6 

volume dynamics (see supplementary methods for details). Wild-type AQP4 expressing cells 7 

shown in black, Ala215Thr AQP4 expressing cells in blue. (G) Quantification of the speed of 8 

cell volume changes. Wild-type AQP4 expressing cells rapidly change volume upon osmotic 9 

challenge, reflected by a higher slope of the swelling/shrinking phase (black). Ala215Thr AQP4 10 

expressing cells show significantly slower changes in cell volume (blue; shrinking speed (F*s-1): 11 

wild-type -0.0056±0.0006, n=23 versus Ala215Thr -0.0033±0.0003, n=18, P=0.003; swelling 12 

speed (F*s-1): wild-type 0.0083±0.0013, n=13 versus Ala215Thr 0.0005±0.0002, n=11, 13 

P<0.001). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. 14 

 15 

Figure 4 GPRC5B localization in the human brain. (A-C) Representative 16 

immunofluorescence images from human frontal white matter sections, stained for the astrocyte 17 

protein GFAP (magenta, A), the nuclear staining DAPI (blue), the endothelial cell marker CD31 18 

(magenta, B), the MLC-related protein GlialCAM (magenta, C) and GPRC5B (green). GPRC5B 19 

is present in astrocyte somata (A), and additionally shows a clear vascular / perivascular staining 20 

(B,C). Perivascular GPRC5B is surrounded by, but not fully overlapping with, GlialCAM 21 

staining. (D, E) Example immunofluorescence images from grey matter, showing localization of 22 

GPRC5B to the glia limitans (D), and its absence in neuronal cell bodies (as stained with NeuN, 23 

magenta, E). (F) Example image from the subventricular zone, showing GPRC5B expression in 24 

ependymal cells lining the ventricles. (G) Electron microscopy images from human frontal white 25 

matter, showing immunogold labelling for GPRC5B in different cell types surrounding blood 26 

vessels. lc: lymphocyte; ac: astrocyte; ec: endothelial cell; pc: pericyte; ax: axon. Magenta 27 

arrows indicate membrane associated GPRC5B staining, blue arrows indicate intracellular 28 

GPRC5B staining. Scale bars: 50 µm for A-F; 1 µm for G. 29 

 30 
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Figure 5 GPRC5B variants alter regulatory volume decrease, and GPRC5B modulates 1 

VRAC. (A) GPRC5B schematic, highlighting duplicated amino acids in the 4th transmembrane 2 

segment (red). (B) RVD measurements in lymphoblasts exposed to a hypotonic shock. Averaged 3 

cell surface dynamics for 5 control lymphoblast lines (black) and 3 GPRC5B patient lines 4 

(orange). (C) RVD percentage in lymphoblasts. Points indicate individual cells, bars represent 5 

average ± SEM per cell line, dotted lines indicate mean RVD for all control (black) and all 6 

GPRC5B patient (orange) lines. Patient cells show reduced RVD (controls: 60.1±3.4%, n=103 7 

cells from 5 subjects versus patients 44.4±3.4%, n=100 cells from 3 subjects, P=0.001). (D) 8 

Western blot for GPRC5B, MLC1 and TRPV4 (β-Actin as loading control) on 3 control and 3 9 

GPRC5B patient lymphoblast cell lines. Molecular weight markers on the left. See 10 

Supplementary Fig. 4 for full-length blots. (E) Densitometric analysis of protein bands 11 

normalized to β-Actin (2-4 replicate experiments). Patient cells show increased GPRC5B levels 12 

(controls: 10.0±2.8, patients: 23.0±1.4, P=0.003), but unaltered MLC1 levels (controls: 16.7±0.5, 13 

patients: 16.7±0.8, P=0.95). TRPV4 levels were reduced (controls: 25.8±4.5, patients: 9.2±1.4, 14 

P=0.005). (F) Representative patch-clamp current traces under isotonic and hypotonic conditions 15 

in a non-transfected (empty; left) and a wild-type GPRC5B (isoform 1) transfected U251 cell 16 

(right). Traces in response to voltage steps (-100 mV to +100mV). Scale bars: 200 ms (x), 1 nA 17 

(y). (G) Averaged I/V relationship of hypotonically activated VRAC current density in empty, 18 

wild-type GPRC5B, Ala177dup GPRC5B, and Ile176dup GPRC5B expressing U251 cells. (H) 19 

Averaged VRAC current density at +100 mV in U251 cells. Overexpression of all GPRC5B 20 

variants of both isoforms significantly increased VRAC current (empty: 14.9±4.3 pA/pF, n=15, 21 

isoform 1 wild-type: 60.0±10.3 pA/pF, n=12, P=0.01; isoform 1 Ala177dup: 52.0±9.2 pA/pF, 22 

n=17, P=0.02; isoform 1 Ile176dup: 67.9±11.5 pA/pF, n=16, P=0.001; isoform 2 wild-type: 23 

89.5±17.6, n=12, P<0.001; isoform 2 Ala177dup: 57.4±13.3, n=15, P=0.03; isoform 2 24 

Ile176dup: 55.9±12.4, n=15, P=0.04). No significant differences between Ala177dup, Ile176dup 25 

and wild-type GPRC5B were found (P-values >0.99). (I) VRAC current density in MLC1-26 

overexpressing U251 cells. GPRC5B overexpression (isoform 1) has no additional effect on 27 

MLC1 overexpression-augmented VRAC activation (empty: 53.0±17.5 pA/pF, n=8, wild-type: 28 

49.7±16.5 pA/pF, n=6, P>0.99; Ala177dup: 60.6±19.2 pA/pF, n=5, P>0.99; Ile176dup: 29 

54.0±19.6 pA/pF, n=4, P>0.99). Also, no significant differences between Ala177dup and 30 
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Ile176dup GPRC5B variants and wild-type GPRC5B were found (P>0.99). All data presented as 1 

mean ± SEM. 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

  7 
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